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Japan’s architectural style is a confluence of the modern and the traditional

with an interesting variety of buildings and different styles of architecture from

traditional buildings in wood, unique farm houses to grand imperial palaces.

Japan boasts of some of the world’s oldest surviving wooden buildings as well

as stylish and contemporary creations.

TILE TRAVELOGUE

THE SAKURA LAND

Japan, widely called as the land of the rising sun, presents a confluence of the

traditional with the modern in its architectural style, we explore…
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Each person has a dream to have a perfect abode which they can call their

dream home. Each one has a different vision and image of what it should have

and look like. Architects and Furniture Designers Kapil Grover and Poonam

Rathore, gave us a tour to their very own home which they call their Dream

Home.  

Poonam Rathore is from the old city of Jaipur and is a design enthusiast and a

keen maker. She loves to illustrate, draw and write. Kapil Grover is a fond

maker, loves to do hands on wood working and gardening, he is from Karnal,

Haryana.
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A UTOPIC EXPRESSION

Architects and furniture designers Kapil Grover and Poonam Rathore’s house

in Karnal, Haryana is a reflection of their passion for design, and a brilliant

expression of their luminous creativity.
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Interior designer Paul Fortune was born in UK in the suburb of Liverpool on

September 5, 1950. He immigrated to LA in 1978, having worked with

numerous celebrities; he styled homes for icons Sofia Coppola, Marc Jacobs,

David Fincher, Brian Grazer, Aileen Getty, and others. Fortune began his career

designing music videos and album covers for the Eurythmics. He has also

worked as a nightclub owner and film art director.
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Interior designer Paul Fortune lit the way with his design hedonism and

timeless elegance, that has been much documented and celebrated, we pay

a tribute…
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